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Text posudku:

Goal of this thesis was the development of a framework that allows a reasonably efficient, sys-

tematic and platform-agnostic evaluation of the appearance computation capabilities of modern

rendering software. No such system currently exists, in particular there is no system that is ca-

pable of performing such comparisons in a reasonably neutral way for several different rendering

systems.

Due to being complex pieces of software, most rendering frameworks have some sort of in-built

testing suite that is native to the software in question. The framework that the thesis author

developed aims higher than mere internal consistency testing, though: ideally, it should provide

platform-independent ”gold standard” scene descriptions and solutions for the test scenes it pro-

poses. Which should e.g. allow the verification of new rendering software against this external

known source of known correct solutions.

Seemingly, such a ”platform agnostic” test suite is a not very complex problem: all one has to

do is gather a representative set of test scenes, and write some scripts that execute and compare

the results to reference solutions. However, when it comes to actually doing this sort of thing

in practice, the devil is really in the details, and requires considerable knowledge about modern

rendering software (and in particular, of the technology involved in appearance computations) to

solve. For starters, which appearance modelling features to choose for such an evaluation framework

is a non-trivial problem in itself, which the candidate did a good job of addressing: he motivates

his choices based on a general introduction to the problem at the beginning of the thesis.

Also, quite a number of interesting appearance modelling features (spectral rendering is just

one of them) are by no means standardised across rendering software: as of now, no single rendering

software supports all desirable and relevant appearance features at once. And scene description file

formats, modelling conventions and lots of other small details differ between rendering software

as well: so that writing an evaluation framework that is actually doing something useful in this
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regard is not easy on this account alone.

The thesis author managed to deliver a reasonable prototype of such a system, which deals

with a carefully curated set of advanced rendering features in a way that allows proper evaluation

of how each selected functionality performs (if a given renderer supports the feature in the first

place, that is). An at first glance negative aspect of the presented work is that some of the test

scenes are, mostly due to their simplicity, not very visually appealing. But this does not mean that

they do not serve their intended purpose well: in fact, the simpler a test scene is, from a technical

viewpoint, the less issues that are not down to the actual effect being investigated can arise. So

this conscious choice is actually a plus point of what the author has achieved, in that he managed

to concentrate on the essential aspects of the problem.

General note: the work under review here is related to the thesis titled ”A Methodical Approach

to the Evaluation of Light Transport Computations”, which is also being defended on the same

day. It is important to stress that the two theses both have similar overall goals: to systematically

evaluate certain features of modern rendering software in a platform-independent fashion. However,

light transport computations are so different from the issues surrounding appearance modelling

that the two projects (which were started at the same time) eventually diverged considerably:

both achieved their goals, and do have some similarities in the resulting software. But both stand

as independent intellectual achievements.

Práci doporučuji k obhajobě.

Práci nenavrhuji na zvláštńı oceněńı.

V Praze dne 4. 9. 2020
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